The Open Group Quarterly Conference
15-18 July 2013
Four Seasons Hotel, Philadelphia, PA
Meeting Room Location TBA
Real –Time and Embedded Systems Forum Agenda

Monday 15 July 1400-1600 Hours
See main conference morning agenda for details –
0900-0940 Opening remarks and “Dependability through Assuredness™ Framework Standard”
    Announcement – Allen Brown CEO, The Open Group, Jack Fujieda, CEO, ReGIIS and
    Dr. Mario Tokoro, CEO, Sony CSL
1345-1445 Transitioning Embedded Systems to Intelligent Environments – Dr. Satwant Kaur,
    HP Master Solution Architect
1445-1600 Dependability through Assuredness™ Framework Panel Discussion – Moderator Dave Lounsbury, CTO,
    The Open Group, Jack Fujieda, Dr. Mario Tokoro, T.J. Vird, Boeing, Satwant Kaur, HP, Yutaka
    Matsuno, Dentsuu Univ., Shuichiro Yamamoto, Nagoya Univ., Yasuhiko Yokote, Keio Univ., Kimio
    Kuramitsu Yokohama Univ., Ed Roberts, Elparazim

Tuesday 16 July 0730-1730 Hours
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) (Open) – Sponsor RTES Forum
0730–0900 DEO/Issues/Framework Strategy Session – Jack Fujieda/Dr. Mario Tokoro & DEOS Team Members
0900-1030 See Conference Plenary Agenda
1030-1100 Break
1100-1230 ITS:Overview of Connected Vehicles – Walton Fehr, DOT ITS Program Office
1230-1400 Lunch
1400-1530 The use of cryptographic processes to assure trust and protect ownership of information – Walton Fehr,
    DOT ITS Program Office
1530-1600 Break
1600-1700 ITS HIGH Assurance Requirements from a Vendor Perspective – Alexis Capelle, EOBR Program
    Manager, Continental Corporation

Wednesday 17 July 0900-1730 Hours – RTES Forum Members
0900-0945 Multicore APIs from a European Perspective – Scott Hansen, ETI
0945-1030 POSIX Multicore APIs from a Safety and Security Certification Prospective – Patrick Huyck, Green Hills
1030-1100 Break
1100-1130 Multicore discussion and way forward – Moderator Patrick Huyck, Green Hills Software
1130-1230 Mils™ Architecture and APIs – Paul Chen/Rance DeLong
1230-1315 Lunch
1315-1400 RTES Brand Identity – Patty Donovan, VP, The Open Group
1400-1530 MILS Research and Development Projects-
    -EURO-MILS – Michael Paulitsch, EADS
    -Distributed MILS – Rance DeLong, The Open Group
    -USMC Trusted Handheld – Dylan McNamee, Galois
1530-1600 Break
1600-1700 “Mils™ Corpus” WG Proposal – Rance DeLong

Thursday 18 July 0900-1600 Hours – RTES Forum Members
0900-0930 Update EC Projects - Scott Hansen
0900-1000 JSR 302 Update – Doug Locke
1000-1045 Architecting to the Edge Update – Glen Logan
1045-1100 Break
1100-1145 Assurance Case Update – Dylan McNamee, Galois
1145-1245 Mobile MILS Secure Virtualization Standards WG Proposal – Surya Satyavolu, Wind River
1245-1345 Lunch
1345-1430 MILS Development Environment Update – Steve Kuehl, Raytheon
1430-1500 Wrap up

This Agenda is subject to change - Current as of 11 July 2013 @1800 Hours GMT